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BACKGROUND
IDREAM Technologies was formed with an objective to help entrepreneurs
and outsourcers alike, to build their businesses with domain specific process
and delivery capabilities, growing with established corporations and build a
global brand image for them.
IDREAM

Technologies

business

philosophy,

has

stemmed

from

our

relationship with organizations served, and is built around its clientele
providing them quality services.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
IDREAM Technologies is a Software Product development, consulting,
technology services and outsourcing development organization. Committed
to delivering innovation, collaborates to build high-performance businesses
solutions and Products.
IDREAM offers a powerful suite of Products & solutions to help companies
manage spend so that expenses fall faster than revenues in down times, and
grow

more

slowly

than

revenues

in

up

times.

Since it’s founding, IDREAM has been focusing on the latest technology for
industry specific vertical products and solution whose ROI is very high. Its
continuous effort in providing easy-to-implement, robust for proven cost
savings and return on investment resulted in a wide range of simple yet
comprehensive products and small business solutions.

At IDREAM we use our investment in research to help create, commercialize
and disseminate innovative business strategies and technology to develop
market-ready solutions. Our research and innovation program is designed to
generate early insights into how knowledge can be harnessed to create
innovative business solutions and to develop business strategies with
significant value.
With more than, 70 team man-years of development and implementation
experience, deep industry and business process expertise and a proven track
record, IDREAM mobilizes the right people, skills, and solutions to help
clients improve their performance.
IDREAM Technologies is headquartered in India, providing solutions to clients
round the globe.

---

ABSTRACT

EZ Hotels
Hotels IN uk is a web portal to bridge customers and UK hotel groups. The
portal should maintain

1. Crispy templates and page divided evenly for easy user navigation.

2. The web should host information with
a. Details of hotels, its location along with magnificent picture,
room and rich decors etc….
b. Packages for accommodation in economical and hi-fi category
along with payments and discounts for domestic and commercial
clauses.

c. Hotel information on cultural feast, weekend parties, festival
specials, couple and family entertainment, opera etc.
d. Executive package for businessmen or executive panels to
engage their official tour, board meetings, presentation sections
private lounge and other facilities.

3. The Admin should be in a position to gather information on various
other resources to build and maintain his site with feedback columns,
etc new registrations for both individuals and groups those who wish
to see a long term relation.

4. The site should play a key role in managing complicated database of
both hotels and registered user domain with updated web2.0
technology concepts.
The site must make a user feel comfortably in accessing query engine
and get required information accordingly.

5. The site must make sure all the security aspects are addressed with
utmost care in validation sections and piling up malicious content in
database.

6. The Admin must be designed in such a way that he is aware of all the
transactions of users with hotels, as he claims his royalty i.e., each
successful registration of a room must be recorded and administered
using Admin interface.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1
As

PROCESS MODEL
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project,
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are
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developing,
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“Web Engineering Methodology”.
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develop
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project,
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project

is

The web-based applications are different from desktop applications.
The desktop applications can be only functional or applicative,
whereas the web-based applications can be informatory as well as
functional. The desktop applications generally run on a single
computer whereas the web based application run on a network
(generally on Internet) where the application needs to interact with
both server and client. So, the traditional process models like SDLC,
Incremental

Model

applications.

That

etc
is

do

the

not

suit

reason

well

why;

for

we

the

follow

web-based
a

special

methodology for web applications.
The web engineering methodology is very much similar to the
traditional process models like SDLC, Incremental Model, RAD Model
etc. except in some areas, because, this model concentrates on both
information as well as functionality.
Some of the advantages of using this methodology are as follows
 Both the informatory and functional requirements can be
analyzed separately.
 Client – Server architecture for the application can be
implemented easily.
 Navigation Semantics can be developed to provide better
navigation facility to the user.

The web engineering methodology involves the following phases and subphases.
 Project Description
•

Existing System

•

Proposed System

 Feasibility Study
 Project Initiation
•

Formulation of objectives

•

Requirement Gathering

 System Analysis
•

Requirement Analysis

•

System Requirement Specification

•

Simple business model

•

Analysis Model

•

User Analysis

•

Data Analysis

•

Architecture Design

•

Data Design

•

Interface Design

•

Test-Case Design

•

Content Testing

•

Functionality Testing

•

Interface Testing

•

Navigation Testing

•

Compatibility Testing

 System Design

 Construction
 Testing

 Deployment

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

In this phase, we understand the scope of project and intensity of problem.
As every project is a solution to the problems in existing system, we need to
study the existing system and its problems thoroughly before trying to
develop the solution. This phase involves the following sub-phases.

1.2.1.

Existing System:

In this step, we provide a detailed description about the existing system
and the problems faced in the existing system. This stage is not required
when there is no existing system previously. In this case, we develop a
new system.

1.2.1.

Proposed System:

In this step, generate a draft of proposed system, which can solve the
problems stated in the existing system. We also describe how the
problems can be solved using the new system. There can be any number
of proposed systems among which the best solution can be chosen.

1.3. FEASIBILITY STUDY:
In this phase, we study the feasibility of all proposed systems, and pick the
best feasible solution for the problem. The feasibility is studied based on
three main factors as follows.

1.3.1

Technical Feasibility:

In this step, we verify whether the proposed systems are technically
feasible or not. i.e., all the technologies required to develop the system
are available readily or not.

1.3.2

Economical Feasibility:

In this step, we verify which proposal is more economical. We compare
the financial benefits of the new system with the investment. The new

system is economically feasible only when the financial benefits are
more than the investments and expenditure.

1.3.3 Operational Feasibility:
In this step, we verify different operational factors of the proposed
systems

like

man-power, time

etc., whichever solution uses

less

operational resources, is the best operationally feasible solution. The
solution should also be operationally possible to implement.

2. PROJECT INITIATION:
In this phase, we perform the preliminary investigation procedures like
setting up project goals, gathering requirements from client etc., this phase
consists of two sub-phases as follows.

2.1. Formulation of Goals:
In this step, we formulate the goals to be achieved in the new system. As
the applications are web-based, the goals can be categorized into two
types like informatory goals and functional goals.

2.2. Requirements Gathering:
In this step, we gather the requirements from the client, which act as
inputs for the development of the application. To gather requirements
from different types of clients, we follow different techniques like personal
interviews, questioners, observation, record review etc.,

3. ANALYSIS:
In this phase, we thoroughly study the requirements gathered from the client
and analyze them. Then we develop a model to the solution using different
modeling techniques. The following are the different sub-phases involved in
this phase.

3.1. Requirement Analysis:
In this step, the requirements gathered from the client in previous phase,
are thoroughly analyzed and the client requirement is understood
properly.

3.2. System Requirement Specification:
In this step, we generate a report on System Requirement Specification.
This is a document, which consists of the list of requirements and
functionalities to be provided in the new system. Here we also generate
reports

on

software

requirement

and

hardware

requirement

for

developing the application.

3.3. Business Requirement Document:
In this step, we create a prototype or a blueprint of the new system
architecture. The total business process involved in the system is
represented in a single document.

3.4. Analysis Model:
In this step, we perform the modeling of different aspects of the project.
Modeling is the process of representing the aspects diagrammatically. We
follow universally standardized modeling techniques like UML to perform
modeling. In this modeling stage, we produce different diagrams like
Activity diagrams, Sequence diagrams, Class diagrams, Object diagrams,
Data Flow diagrams, etc.,

3.5. User Analysis:
In this step, we identify who are the different users of the system, what is
their hierarchy and what are the activities of all users in the system.
The functionalities of each and every user is diagrammatically represented
using “Use Case Diagrams”.

3.6.Data Analysis:
E-R model is the diagrammatic representation of the complete database
related to the system. E-R diagram represents all the entities (tables),
their attributes (fields) and relations between different entities. E-R Model
is the key to the database design of the project.

4. DESIGN:
In this phase, we provide a physical shape to all the models that are created
in the analysis phase. The design phase is used to physically create different
elements of the project. This phase involves the following sub-phases.

4.1. Module Design:
In this step, we identify the modules and sub-modules of the project.
Module is the functional unit of a project. The modularity of a project
depends upon the functional requirements and also the users of the
project.

4.2. Data Tables:
Data tables is a document, which describes the database design of the
project. In this step, we generate the data dictionary using the E-R Model
of the system. Each entity is represented as a table here. The Data
dictionary describes the tables, their fields, data types and constraints on
the fields.

4.3. Interface Design:
In this step, we design all the interfaces for the application. Interface is
the medium between the user and the system. We consider all the client
specifications while designing the screens and reports.

4.4. Test Case Design:
In this step, we design all the test cases, which are used by the testers to
test the application after construction. Test case is nothing but a sample
input or sample activity performed to test for any errors or bugs in the
application.

5. CONSTRUCTION:
This is the actual constructive phase of the project where the models and
designs are added with functionality. The construction phase involves coding,
compiling and building the functional modules of the project.

6. TESTING:
Unlike Construction, testing is a destructive phase where the fully built
project is dissected and thoroughly tested for any possible errors or bugs.
This phase plays a vital role in making the project complete error-free
thereby increasing the quality, reliability and dependability of the project.
The testing phase involves testing different issues like

6.1.Content Testing:
Here, the content provided in the application is tested whether it is up to
the specification or not?

6.2.Functionality Testing:
Here, functionality of all the modules and sub-modules is tested as per
the specifications.

6.3.Interface Testing:
Here the appearance and behaviour of interfaces is tested.

6.4.Navigation Testing:
Here, the navigation paths for all users are tested whether they are
provided as per the NSU or not?

6.5.Compatibility Testing:
Here, the compatibility of the application towards different browsers is
tested i.e., whether the application is browser-independent or not?

7. DEPLOYMENT:
The error-free project, which passed all the tests, is now deployed at the
client environment in this phase.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
“Ez Hotels” is a service provider site for both users for online
reservations and for hotler’s the targeted hotels to connect to this
portal is 30,000 . It is an UK based service . Users can register from
anywhere through this application .Users are facilitated to plan the trip
and check the suitable package for them .it is a complete functional
portal .

Online UK HOTELS provides to choose from over 30,000 hotels
worldwide with the best prices. It’s a online web application which
facilities hotel information’s. It is facilitated for users and hotels.

EzHotels provides Hotel management tools for the hotels where they
can manage the hotel administration like expenditures, maintance ,
entry register . this is the first time that any online tools to manage
there hotel and client reservation is provided.

Graphs are provided for the hoteliers to monitor and see the statistical
figures of there business and Online hotel reservations.

Existing System vs Proposed System

 In this we make a case study on the existing system
 Transaction
 No Linking between sites
 No collaboration – Gives rise to accounting problem
 Crispy Data Base

Benefits Of the System

It’s a non maintained site with powerful Admin and area managers. it’s a one
time solution from the developers view. It doesn’t need any developer to
update the site, where in Site admin can update his site using the admin
tools.

FEASIBILITY STUDY
Feasibility Study is a high level capsule version of the entire process intended
to answer a number of questions like: What is the problem? Is there any
feasible solution to the given problem? Is the problem even worth solving?
Feasibility

study

is

conducted

once

the

problem

clearly

understood.

Feasibility study is necessary to determine that the proposed system is
Feasible by considering the technical, Operational, and Economical factors.
By having a detailed feasibility study the management will have a clear-cut
view of the proposed system.

The following feasibilities are considered for the project in order to ensure
that the project is variable and it does not have any major obstructions.
Feasibility study encompasses the following things:
 Technical Feasibility
 Economical Feasibility
 Operational Feasibility

Technical Feasibility:
Technical Feasibility determines whether the organization has the
technology and skills necessary to carryout the project and how this should
be obtained. The system can be feasible because of the following grounds.
 All necessary technology exists to develop the system.
 This system is too flexible and it can be expanded further.
 This system can give guarantees of accuracy, ease of use,
reliability and the data security.

 This system can give instant response to inquire.

Our project is technically feasible because, all the technology needed for our
project is readily available.
•

Front–End

: HTML, CSS ,Java Script

•

Technologies

: JSP,JDBC

•

Back-End

: MS-Access

•

WEB-Server

: Apache Tomcat

•

Structure Designing

: UML 2.0,SDLC

•

Documentation

: MS-Word

Economical Feasibility:
Economical Feasibility determines whether the project goal can be
within the resource limits allocated to it or not. It must determine whether it
is worthwhile to process with the entire project or whether the benefits
obtained from the new system are not worth the costs. Financial benefits
must be equal or exceed the costs. In this issue, we should consider:
 The cost to conduct a full system investigation.
 The cost of h/w and s/w for the class of application being
considered.
 The development tool.
 The cost of maintenance etc.,
Our project is economically feasible because the cost of development is
very minimal when compared to financial benefits of the application.

Operational Feasibility:
Operational Feasibility determines if the proposed system satisfied
user objectives could be fitted into the current system operation. The present
system Enterprise Resource Information System can be justified as
Operationally Feasible based on the following grounds.

 The methods of processing and presentation are completely
accepted by the clients since they can meet all user
requirements.
 The

clients

have

been

involved

in

the

planning

and

development of the system.
 The proposed system will not cause any problem under any
circumstances.
Our project is operationally feasible because the time requirements and
personnel requirements are satisfied. We are a team of four members and
we worked on this project for three working months.

-

--

PROJECT INITIATION
According to the web engineering methodology the very first stage in
the process is initiating a web application. This stage involves two
main tasks viz.
 Formulating the Web-based system.
 Requirements gathering.
FORMULATION OF THE SYSTEM
Formulation of web-based systems and applications represents a sequence of
web engineering actions like identification of business needs, description of
objectives, definition of major features and functions etc.,

Formulation Questions
Q.

What is the main motivation (business need) for the

application?
For the present application, the business needs are identified as follows.
•

This portal provides services to hoteliers residing in U.K. only.

•

The customers who need accommodations and packages related their
destinations can choose within the cities of U.K. only.

•

The application assists the users both hoteliers and customers by
providing the complete information to each other. in addition to the
information, the application also provides some services for users in
engaging their reservations.

Q.

What are the objectives that the application must fulfill?
The goals for the present web-application are identified as follows.

1. Informatory Goals:
Informatory goals speak about what kind of information must be served by
the application. This application should fulfill the following informatory goals.
•

This application should provide complete information about the Hotels in
UK who registered on Website.

•

This application should provide the customers have access to variety of
hotels and the amenities provided by the hotels registered with the site

•

This application should provide update information about all the Hotels
who registered on Website..

2. Functional Goals:
Functional goals speak about what kind of services or functionalities must be
provided by the application to the different categories of users.

•

The administrator is whole controller of Login Process.

•

The administrator should have a facility to add and manage the complete
details of Hoteliers.

•

The administrator should have a facility to add and manage Area
Managers to a particular locations.

•

The administrator should have a facility to add and manage the
Advertisements on Website.

Q. What are the different user categories that use this system?
There are four main categories of users who use this system. They are
identified as follows.

Administrator: The super user of the application who controls the total
application. He also adds and manages all the master data.

Hotelier: The Hotelier is the one who has to register onto the site. He has
to provide complete description of Hotels like Package Details, Location,
Services offered, room details etc.,

Traveler: Traveler is the one who has to register onto the site who hold
authority or access to bookings or online transactions to its full length.
Traveler can understand the reputation of a hotel and voting’s registered by
other customers to a particular hotel.

REQUIREMENTS GATHERING
Requirements’ gathering is a process of understanding the requirements of a
problem. For a web-based application, the requirements gathering objectives
are proposed as follows.
 Identify content requirements

 Identify functional requirements
CONTENT REQUIREMENTS
This application should provide complete information about the Hotels in UK
who registered on Website.This application should provide the customers
have access to variety of hotels and the amenities provided by the hotels
registered with the site This application should provide update information
about all the Hotels who registered on Website..

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The administrator is whole controller of Login Process.The administrator
should have a facility to add and manage the complete details of Hoteliers.
The administrator should have a facility to add and manage Area Managers
to a particular locations. The administrator should have a facility to add and
manage the Advertisements on Website.

---

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT
SPECIFICATION
PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
This SRS document aims explaining the scope or abstract of the project.
Thisdocument also provides the relevant information about the informatory
as well as functional requirements of the project. It also includes the
technology requirements, and hardware requirements

DEFINITIONS, ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Web Portal: Web portal is an online application which provides specific
services from server to the clients. Here the application will reside centrally
in the server computer, and an instance of the requested page or information
will be served to the requested client computer.
Hotelier: Hotelier is the owner or the representative person of a hotel or
residency in a particular city.
Package / Suite: The packages and suites are different types of
accommodations provided by hotels.

Acronyms:
HTTP
HTTPS
FTP
HTML
J2EE
JSP
UML

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secured
File Transfer Protocol
Hypertext Markup Language
Java 2 Enterprise Edition
Java Server Pages
Unified Modeling Language

OVERVIEW OF THE DOCUMENT
The rest of the portion of SRS document covers categorized and detailed
description about the users, user categories, user view of project, goals of
the project, content, functional and data requirements of the project.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The rest of the portion of SRS document covers categorized and detailed
description about the users, user categories, user view of project, goals of
the project, content, functional and data requirements of the project.

3.2.1. USER CHARACTERISTICS
Users here are of two types: registered and non-registered,

registered

users are customers who hold authority or access to bookings or online
transactions to its full length. A non registered user needs to get registered
with the web site. Here the user has to present valid data like name,
address, location, passport details etc.
External agents like travel agents, advertisement boards, bankers, tourism
dept and other government link. Here the super admin authorizes each and
every agent a unique account, with which he can modify or interact with
system internally.

Each agent helps

super admin ease

his

task

in

maintenance free issue.

3.2.2. PRODUCT PERSPECTIVE
This product is an individual application, not a part of any other or bigger
product. As this product is a web-based portal, it resides in the server
computer and is shared or served to the different client computers outside.

In other words, this product will be interacting with two different computer
hardware namely, server and the client.

At the server side:
At the server side, this web portal interacts with
•

The input and output devices (like monitor, keyboard, mouse etc,)

•

The storage devices of the server computer (where the entire source
content, programs & database of the application are stored)

•

The network hardware of the server (using which the

content is

served to the clients)
•

The web-server software (which is used to process requests from
client and serve response to the client).

Hardware Details of Server:
Processor : Intel Pentium 4 processor with speed 3.6 GHz
RAM
: 1 GB RAM
Hard Disk : 80 GB or more
Monitor
: Samsung color monitor
Keyboard : Standard keyboard
Mouse
: Standard mouse
At the client side:
At the client side, this web portal interacts with
•

The input and output devices (like monitor, keyboard, mouse etc,)

•

Temporary storage areas for content (like cookies, sessions, etc.,)

•

The network hardware of the client (using which the request is sent
and response is received)

•

The web-browser software (which is used to send requests to the
server and receive & view response from server).

Hardware Details of Client:
Processor : Intel Celeron processor with speed 1.7 GHz
RAM
: 256 MB RAM
Hard Disk : 40 GB or more
Monitor
: Samsung color monitor
Keyboard : Standard keyboard
Mouse
: Standard mouse

3.2.3. OVERVIEW OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The application should provide a common roof for both hoteliers and
customers and should facilitate interaction between them. It should have a
registration facility for the hoteliers and customers. It should facilitate the
customers to search and seek complete details of hotels and their packages
both city-wise and features-wise. It should allow the hoteliers to provide their
schedules and availabilities of their suites, accommodations, rooms etc., to
their customers. It should provide a reservation facility to the customers for
reserving the hotel accommodations in advance. It should provide a complete
control and authority to the administrator for monitoring the transactions and
application functionality. It should provide a payment gateway for online
payments through credit cards etc., It should assure high security for the
customers’ details as well as the hoteliers’ details. Unauthorized access must
be restricted. It should also have cancellation, post poning and pre-poning of
scheduled reservations by the customer and hotelier.

3.2.4. OVERVIEW OF DATA REQUIREMENTS
In the application, there are three kinds of users namely, the administrator,
the hoteliers and the customers.
For administrator, the information that is to be stored in the application
includes the destination cities details, service charges details, agent details,
commission

details,

account

information

and

other

administrative

information.
For the hoteliers, the information that is to be stored in the application
includes,

the

hotel

name,

address,

contact

details,

details

about

accommodations, packages, suits etc., schedules and reservation details,
cost details etc.,
For the customers, the information that is to be stored in the application
includes the personal details, contact details, destination details, reservation
details of the accommodations, packages and suites, payment modes, credit
card information etc.,

3.2.5. GENERAL CONSTRAINTS, ASSUMPTIONS, DEPENDENCIES
& GUIDELINES
The administrator adds the cities and city details to the application. Then the
hotels present in these cities can register to the application providing their
full pledged information. Administrator, then, verifies the hotel details and
can either approve or reject the registration of the hotel. Only approved
hotels can use the services of the application. On the other side, the
customers who are not registered, can only search hotels city-wise and view
hotel information. But, they cannot use the services of application like hotel
reservation, ticket booking etc., only registered users can use the above
services.

---

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
The rest of the portion of SRS document covers specific requirements
information regarding the project, technologies, user functionalities, business
requirements etc.,

3.3.1. EXTERNAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
The interface should facilitate proper interaction between the users and the
application.
The user should be able to use as minimum keystrokes and mouse-clicks as
possible for getting a job done.
The input and output controls used in the interface should be suitable for the
corresponding data field.
There must be proper navigation facility from one page to the other page
which makes the user feel easy in browsing the web site.
The interface should have good aesthetics and look & feel so that the user
feels comfort in seeing the interface for longer periods.

3.3.2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1.0 Destinations:
1.1 City list
A.
B.
C.
D.

- in Alphabetical order
Individual page rating for user information. – Number of visits
Overview
Availability
Hotel Facilities
1.
General
2.
Activities
3.
Services
4.
Location
5.
Hotel Information
6.
Food & Beverages
7.
Room Information
8.
Area Information
9.
Hotel Policy
10. Terms & Conditions
11. Payment Details
E. Guest Reviews

1.
About the guest reviews
2.
Guest comments and his experience in previous trip.
3.
Average guest score
4.
Individual guest reviews
5.
Feed back with hoteliers on customer satisfaction.
E.
Image
a.
Font view / interior
b.
Decoration
c.
Price – ranging starting from low
1.2 Best to travel – Top in travel destination.
2.0 Airline Tickets
3.0 Car Rental
4.0 Our Services
4.1 Booking – as per customer requirements
4.2 Cancellation – as per hotelier and customer MOU
4.3 Security – Transaction with safe hands and easy maintenance.
5.0 Links
5.1 Over View
5.2 Our Partners – Register your hotels
5.3 Types of accounts
5.3.1 Commission based – hotel pays only commission and no
registration fees.
5.3.2 Optimize room Occupancy – tool where hotelier can automate
his room availability features.
5.3.3 Multi-lingual Hotel Content – view hotel information in your
native languages
5.3.4 Real Time tracking System and many more……….
5.4 Join Now – Admin Bookings goes here
5.4.1 General Information
5.4.2 Registration Format
5.4.2.1
Hotel Name
5.4.2.2
Location – with Address
5.4.2.3
Contact details – telephone, Email, Fax etc.
5.4.2.4
Confirmation code & password
5.4.3 Contract
5.4.3.1
Agreement specifies with Policy
A. Information, liability and complaints
B. Translations, use of hotel information and prohibition
of direct references:
C. Authorization by the Hotel:
D. Availability:
E. Rate parity guarantee:
F. Commission:
G. Guarantee of the booking made by the guest:
H. Cancellations, no-shows, longer or shorter stays:
I. Monitoring of data:
J. Invoices and payment:
K. Ranking:
L. Assignment:
M. Termination:
N. Agreement
O. Authorized representative of Hotel
5.4.3.2
Contact Details

5.4.3.2.1
A.
B.
C.
D.
5.4.3.2.2
A.
B.
C.
5.4.3.2.3
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Contact Information
Contact Person / Group name
Level of Position / Department concerned
Telephone Numbers / Mail Id’s / FAX details
Other Communication methods
Reservations
Methods
General Public Viewing information
Contact Details
More Information
Website of Hotel
Image Uploading – one ore more depending
on need
Official Star rating of the Hotel – with
concerned details
Certifications –
Features in Hotel
Other vital documents.

5.5 FAQ
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

How can I register with EzHotels
Are there any charges to register?
How do we update our availability, rates and other
information?
How do we receive the confirmation for a reservation?
Where and when does the guest pay for his/her hotel
invoice?
What happens with cancellations and no-shows?
How do we pay EzHotels?
What can I do to receive more business through EzHotels?
What is the preferred program at EzHotels?

5.6 Contact – contact details of offices.
5.7 Advertise with Us
5.7.1 Hotels Advertisement – under a payment for min period as in
demo
5.7.2 Other groups – airlines, hotel communities in other part of
world etc.
5.7.3 Further information.
6.0 Search
6.1 Check in date – day / month / year
6.2 Calendar – Open calendar and pick up a date.
6.3 Number of nights
6.4 Number of rooms
6.5 City
6.6 Advanced
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
6.6.5

Search
Address
City
Zip Code
Country
Check in date

6.6.6
6.6.7
6.6.8
6.6.9

Check out date
Calendar
Show in Available hotels list
Stars – (According to page rate concept) 1/2/3/4/5

Hotel Facility - (specifies additional fee required / not )
6.6.9.1
Family Rooms
6.6.9.2
Fitness center
6.6.9.3
Indoor Swimming Pool
6.6.9.4
Internet Service
6.6.9.5
Non- Smoking Rooms
6.6.9.6
Out Door Swimming Pool
6.6.9.7
Parking
6.6.9.8
Pets Allowed
6.6.9.9
Restaurant
6.6.9.10
Rooms / Facilities for Disabled
6.6.9.11
Spa & Wellness Center
6.6.9.12
Wi-Fi / Wireless LAN
6.6.9.13
Distance – User can search for near by hotel list
according to list
7.0 Image Mapping – Hotels in particular place
7.1 Scotland
7.2 Ireland
7.3 Wales
7.4 England

3.3.3 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The performance requirements involve the following issues.
Average number of simultaneous users: 200
Expected response time from server

: 2 minutes (maximum)

Average Transaction size

: 2 MB

Approx. No of tables in database

: 30

Browser Compatibility

: IE 6.0, netscape, firefox

Server Compatibility

: Apache Tomcat

Technology Compatibility

: Java / J2EE

Database Compatibility

: ORACLE 8i

Operating System Compatibility

: windows 2000, XP, NT & Linux

Protocols

: HTTP, HTTPS & FTP
---

SYSTEM DESIGN

UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE
(UML)
The Unified Modeling Language™ (UML™) is the industrystandard language for specifying, visualizing, constructing, and
documenting the artifacts of software systems. It simplifies the
complex process of software design, creating a "blueprint" for
construction. UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. This object-oriented
system of notation has evolved from the work of Grady Booch, James Rum
Baugh, Ivar Jacobson, and the Rational Software Corporation. These
renowned computer scientists fused their respective technologies into a
single,

standardized

model.

Today,

UML

is

accepted

by

the

Object

Management Group (OMG) as the standard for modeling object oriented.
While UML was designed to specify, visualize, construct, and document
software-intensive systems, UML is not restricted to modeling software. UML
has its strengths at higher, more architectural levels and has been used for
modeling hardware (engineering systems) and is commonly used for
business process modeling, systems engineering modeling, and representing
organizational structure.
It is now an international standard:
ISO/IEC 19501:2005 Information technology -- Open Distributed
Processing -- Unified Modeling Language (UML) Version 1.4.2"

Modeling:
It is important to distinguish between the UML model and the set of diagrams
of a system. A diagram is a partial graphical representation of a system's
model.

The

model

also

contains

a

"semantic

backplane"

—

textual

documentation such as written use cases that drive the model elements and
diagrams.

There are three prominent parts of a system's model:

Structure Diagrams emphasize what things must be in the system being
modeled. They are the components of the object model:
•

Class diagram

•

Object diagram

•

Deployment diagram

•

Package diagram

Behavior Diagrams emphasize what must happen in the system being
modeled. They are the components of the functional model:
•

Activity diagram

•

Use Case diagram

•

State Machine diagram

Interaction Diagrams

a subset of behavior diagrams, emphasize

the flow of control and data among the things in the system being modeled.
They are the components of the dynamic model:
•

Sequence diagram

•

Collaboration diagram

In our application, we are going to use the class diagram in structural
model, the use case diagrams in the behavioral model and the sequence and
collaboration diagrams in the dynamic model.

CLASS DIAGRAMS:

Class diagrams are the backbone of almost every object-oriented method
including UML. They describe the static structure of a system.

USE CASE DIAGRAMS

Use case diagrams model the functionality of a system using actors and use cases.
Use cases are services or functions provided by the system to its users.

SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS
Sequence diagrams describe interactions among classes in terms of an exchange of
messages over time.

COLLABORATION DIAGRAMS:
A collaboration diagram describes interactions among objects in terms of sequenced
messages. Collaboration diagrams represent a combination of information taken from
class, sequence, and use case diagrams describing both the static structure and
dynamic behavior of a system.

A use-case diagram presents a collection of use cases and actors and is
typically used to specify or characterize the functionality and behavior of a
whole application system interacting with one or more external actors.
Actors are the users and any system that may interact with the system.
Since actors represent system users, they help delimit the system and give a
clearer picture of what it is supposed to do. Use cases are developed on

the basis of the actors needs. This insures that the system will turn out
to be what the user expected.

USE-CASE DIAGRAMS

Admin

Hotelier

Traveler

My agent

My profile

My
reservation

New
reservation
Agent
search

CLASS DIAGRAMS

Admin

Hotelier

Traveler

Sequence Diagrams

Admin
: Brows er

: Login DB

: Registration
Form

: General Us er

: Regis tration
Form - hotels

: Regis tration
Form - customer

Opens brows er, typing URL

He chooses for Login

Enters his Us erName and Pass word

entered values are verified in databas e

Cas e I: he will be proceeded to next page

Case II: he will get a error mes s age

Cas e III: he will be as ked to get registered

if us er choos es for new regis tration

values are validated and fed to s ys tem

cas e I:he is a hotelier, his data is aggregated to Hoteliers information

Values are fed, acknowledgm ent is obtained

Acknowledgm ent is delivared to us er

Cas e II: he is a customer, his values will be aggregated to Cus tomer

values are fed, acknowledgment is obtained

Acknowledgm ent is delivared to Us er

Hotelier

User100 :
Customer

4, family, london, Rs.
2,00,000 : Search

hotel"xyz" : hotlie package12 :
r_profile
Best packages

interior : Images

swiming pool :
Hotel Facility

london bridge :
Destination

Tony Travels :
agents

trans0934425 :
Transactions

customer opens "Search" block and types few ley words

these key words are verified and a hotel link is suggested

custoemr referes for best hotel

navigates for images and respective interiors

similarly other features are verifeid

he coses other related destinations of Uk

finalizes be selecting a agent

all the transaction is given a iD anf fed to system

transaction is verifed for future refrence

user is given a unique acknowledgment

Traveler

Collaboration Diagrams

Admin

Hotelier
package12 : Bes
t packages

hotel"xyz" :
hotlier_profile
3: custoemr referes for best hotel

2: these key words are verified and a hotel link is suggested
4: navigates for images and respective interiors
8: all the transaction is given a iD anf fed to system

4, family, london, Rs.
2,00,000 : Search

interior :
Images
Tony Travels :
agents

1: customer opens "Search" block and types few ley words
5: similarly other features are verifeid
7: finalizes be selecting9:atransaction
agent is verifed for future refrence

6: he coses other related destinations of Uk
swiming pool :
Hotel Facility

london bridge :
Destination

10: user is given a unique acknowledgment
trans0934425 :
Transactions
User100 :
Customer

Traveler

E-R Diagram
E-R diagram is the diagrammatic and logical representation structure of a
database. The entity-relationship pair is the key factor of the data modeling.
These pairs can be represented graphically as entity relationship diagram
(ERD). A set of primary components is identified for the ERD: Data objects,
attributes, relationships, and various type indicators.
The main purpose of ERD is to represent data objects and their relationships.
Data objects are represented by labeled rectangle. Relationships are
indicated with a labeled line connecting objects. In some variations of the
ERD, the connecting line contains a diamond that is labeled with the
relationship.

Entity is a thing, which can be distinctly identified. Properties are attributes
that describe an entity. Relationship is association among the entities.
Relationships between the entities are one-to-one, one-to-many and manyto-many.
Graphical Notations used in E/R Diagram:

Symbols

Description
Represents an Entity

Represents an attribute or property of an
entity
Represents relationship between entities

Represents the join between entities,
attributes and relationships

Database Tables

Admin Table

Data Type

Constraints

Pin

Number(5)

Primary key

Fname

Varchar(40)

Not Null

Lname

Varchar(10)

Not Null

Gender

Varchar(8)

Not Null

DOB

Date

Not Null

Address

Varchar(40)

Not Null

Acode

Number(3)

Foreign key

Phone

Number(11)

Not Null

Mobile

Number(10)

Not null

Email

Varchar(20)

Not null

Login ID

Varchar(15)

Not null

Pwd

Varchar(10)

Not null

Hquestion

Varchar(150)

Not null

Hanswer

Varchar(150)

Not null

Status

Number(5)

Not null

Field Name

AdCategories Table

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Accode

Number(5)

Primary key

Acname

varchar(15)

Not null

Acdesc

Varchar(40)

Not null

Advertisements Table
Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Acode

Number(5)

Primary key

Aname

Varchar(15)

Not Null

Address

Varchar(40)

Not Null

Area

Varchar(20)

Not Null

Phone

Number(11)

Not Null

Email

Varchar(20)

Not Null

Content

Varchar(15)

Not Null

Acategory

Number(10)

Not Null

Status

Number(5)

Not Null

Areas Table
Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Acode

Number(5)

Primary key

Aname

Varchar(15)

Not Null

Desc

Varchar(30)

Not Null

Feed back Table

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Fcode

Number(5)

Primary key

Name

Varchar(15)

Not null

Email id

Varchar(20)

Not Null

Feed back

Varchar(150)

Hotels Table
Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Hcode

Number(5)

Primary key

Name

Varchar(15)

Not null

Category

Varchar(10)

Not Null

E date

Date

Not null

Address

Varchar(40)

Not null

Acode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Phone1

Number(11)

Phone2

Number(10)

Email

Varchar(20)

Not null

Website

Varchar(40)

Not null

Ip

Number(20)

Not null

Loginid

Varchar(15)

Not null

Password

Varchar(10)

Not null

Hquestiom

Varchar(150)

Not null

Hanswer

Varchar(150)

Not null

Status

Number(5)

Not null

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Pcode

Number(5)

Primary key

Pname

Varchar(20)

Not null

Desc

Varchar(30)

Not null

Hcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Hpackages Table

Hpreserve Table

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Sno

Number(5)

Primary key

Pcode

Number(4)

Foreign key

Hcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Pin

Number(5)

Foreign key

Pdate

Date

Not null

Cctype

Varchar(10)

Not null

Ccno

Number(10)

Not null

Status

Numer(5)

Not null

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Rccode

Number(5)

Primary key

Rcname

Varchar(15)

Not null

Desc

Varchar(30)

Not null

Hcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Rcode

Number(5)

Primary key

Rname

Varchar(15)

Not null

Desc

Varchar(30)

Not null

Rccode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Hrcategories Table

Hrooms Table

Hrreserve Table

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Sno

Number(5)

Primary key

Rcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Hcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Pin

Number(5)

Foreign key

Vdate

Date

Not null

Vpurpose

Varchar(20)

Not null

Days

Number(5)

Not null

Cctype

Varchar(10)

Not null

Ccno

Number(10)

Not null

Status

Number(5)

Not null

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Scode

Number(5)

Primary key

Sname

Varchar(15)

Not null

Desc

Varchar(30)

Not null

Hcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Sno

Number(5)

Primary key

Hcode

Number(5)

Foreign key

Rate

Number(5)

Not null

Hservices Table

Thotels Table

Users Table

Field Name

Data Type

Constraints

Pin

Number(5)

Primary key

Fname

Varchar(15)

Not null

Iname

Varchar(15)

Not null

Gender

Varchar(6)

Not null

Dob

Date

Not null

Profession

Varchar(20)

Not null

Address

Varchar(40)

Not null

City

Varchar(10)

Not null

State

Varchar(10)

Not null

Country

Varchar(15)

Not null

Phone

Number(11)

Mobile

Number(10)

Not null

Email

Varchar(20)

Not null

Loginid

Varchar(15)

Not null

Password

Varchar(10)

Not null

Hquestion

Varchar(150)

Not null

Hanswer

Varchar(150)

Not null

Development Environment

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES
JDBC

The JDBC™ API provides universal data access from the Java™ programming
language. Using the JDBC 2.0 API, you can access virtually any data source,
from relational databases to spreadsheets and flat-files. JDBC technology
also provides a common base on which tools and alternate interfaces can be
built.

The JDBC 2.0 API is comprised of two packages:

•

The java.sql package --included in the Java 2 SDK, Standard Edition.

•

The javax.sql package--included in the Java 2 SDK, Enterprise Edition
or available as a separate download JDBC Technology Drivers.

To use the JDBC API with a particular database management system, you
need a JDBC technology-based driver to mediate between JDBC technology
and the database. Depending on various factors, a driver might be written
purely in the Java programming language or in a mixture of the Java
Programming language and Java TM Native Interface (JNI) native methods.
The JDBC web site maintains a list of vendors with drivers currently available
or under development.
JDBC is the front-end tool for connecting to the server. JDBC can connect
only java clients and it uses ODBC for the connectivity.

Opening Connection:To open a connection with the database we need to call the
getConnection() method of the Driver Manager class by passing the

address of the database and the security information. One program can open
any number of connections with any number of databases.

Creating a Statement:Once a connection is created the next type is to create a statement so that it
can execute. For this we need to call the createStatement() method does not
take any arguments.
A preparedStatement() is useful when the same Statement is to be executed
repeatedly.
A callableStatement() is used to call stored procedures from database.

Executing a Statement:To

execute

a

statement

the

universal

function

is

execute.

The

executeQuery() method returns a Result Set which is nothing but the portion
of the database selected. The executeUpdate() is used in case of commands
such as insert, delete and update that work on data in tables.

Four Basic JDBC interactions:
1. Open a connection to the database
2. Execute a SQL statement
3. Process the result set
4. Close the connection to the database

Package Name : import java.sql.*;

Step 1 Open a connection to the ODBC DB
Class.forName(“Sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver”) ;// load driver
Connection con = DriverManager.getConnection(“jdbc:odbc:eshop”);

Step 2 Execute the SQL statement
Statement statement = con.createStatement();
ResultSet rs = statement.executeQuery(“SELECT * FROM Customers”);

Step 3 Process the Results
While ( rs.next() )
{
System.out.println(“Name = “ + rs.getString(“CustomerName”) );
}

Step 4 Close the connection
rs.close();

Java Server Pages (JSP):
In developing the JSP specification, Sun Microsystems worked with a number
of leading web server, application server and development tool vendors, as
well as a diverse and experienced development community. The result is an
approach that balances portability with ease-of-use for application and page
developers.
JSP technology speeds the development of dynamic web pages in a number
of ways:
•

Separating content generation from presentation

•

Emphasizing reusable components

•

Simplifying page development with tags

What Does a JSP Page Look Like?
A JSP page looks like a standard HTML or XML page, with additional elements
that the JSP engine processes and strips out. Typically, the JSP elements
create text that is inserted into the results page.
The JSP technology is best described using an example. The following JSP
page is very simple; it prints the day of the month and the year, and
welcomes you with either "Good Morning" or "Good Afternoon," depending on
the time of day.
The page combines ordinary HTML with a number of JSP elements:
•

Calls to a clock JavaBean component

•

An inclusion of an external file (for copyright information)

•

JSP expressions and scriptlets

SOME COMPONENTS
•

A JSP directive passes information to the JSP engine. In this case, the
first line indicates the location of some Java programming language
extensions to be accessible from this page. Directives are enclosed in
<%@ and %> markers.

•

Fixed template data: Any tags that the JSP engine does not recognize
it passes on with the results page. Typically, these will be HTML or XML
tags. This includes the Unordered List and H1 tags in the example
above.

•

JSP actions or tags: These are typically implemented as standard tags
or customized tags, and have XML tag syntax. In the example, the
jsp:useBean tag instantiates the Clock JavaBean on the server.

•

An expression: The JSP engine evaluates anything between <%==
and %> markers. In the List Items above, the values of the Day and
Year attributes of the Clock bean are returned as a string and inserted

as output in the JSP file. In the example above, the first list item will
be the day of the year, and the second item the year.
•

A scriptlet is a small script that performs functions not supported by
tags or ties everything together. The native scripting language for JSP
1.0 software is based on the Java programming language. The scriptlet
in the above sample determines whether it is AM or PM and greets the
user accordingly (for daytime users, at any rate).

JSP Directives
JSP pages use JSP directives to pass instructions to the JSP engine. These
may include the following:
•

JSP page directives communicate page-specific information, such as
buffer and thread information or error handling.

•

Language directives specify the scripting language, along with any
extensions.

•

The include directive (shown in the example above) can be used to
include an external document in the page. A good example is a
copyright file or company information, file -- it is easier to maintain
this file in one central location and include it in several pages than to
update it in each JSP page. However, the included file can also be
another JSP file.

•

A taglib directive indicates a library of custom tags that the page can
invoke.

JSP Tags
Most JSP processing will be implemented through JSP-specific XML-based
tags. JSP 1.0 includes a number of standard tags, referred to as the core
tags. These include

jsp:useBean This tag declares the usage of an instance of a JavaBeans
component. If the Bean does not already exist, then the JavaBean
component instantiates and registers the tag.

jsp:setProperty This sets the value of a property in a Bean.
jsp:getProperty This tag gets the value of a Bean instance property,
converts it to a string, and puts it in the implicit object "out".

jsp:include

and jsp:forward The advantage of tags is that they are

easy to use and share between applications. The real power of a tag-based
syntax comes with the development of custom tag libraries, in which tool
vendors or others can create and distribute tags for specific purposes.

Scripting Elements
JSP pages can includes include small scripts, called scriptlets, in a page. A
scriplet is a code fragment, executed at request time processing. Scriptlets
may be combined with static elements on the page (as in the example
above) to create a dynamically-generated page. Scripts are delineated within
<% and %> markers. Anything within those markers will be evaluated by
the scripting language engine, in our example the Java virtual machine on
the host.
The JSP specification supports all of the usual script elements, including
expressions and declarations.
When a JSP page is first called, if it does not yet exist, it is compiled into a
Java Servlet class and stored in the server memory. This enables very fast
responses for subsequent calls to that page. (This avoids the CGI-bin
problem of spawning a new process for each HTTP request, or the runtime
parsing required by server-side includes.)

JSP pages may be included in a number of different application architectures
or models. JSP pages may be used in combination with different protocols,
components and formats.

A Simple Application
In a simple implementation, the browser directly invokes a JSP page, which
itself generates the requested content (perhaps invoking JDBC to get
information directly from a database). The JSP page can call JDBC or Java
BlendTM components to generate results, and creates standard HTML that it
sends back to the browser as a result.

This model basically replaces the CGI-BIN concept with a JSP page (compiled
as a Java Servlet). This method has the following advantages:
•

It is simple and fast to program

•

The page author can easily generate dynamic content based on the
request and state of the resources.

This architecture works well for many applications, but it does not scale for a
large number of simultaneous Web-based clients accessing scarce enterprise
resources, since each must establish or share a connection to the content
resource in question. For example, if the JSP page accesses a database, it
may generate many connections to the database, which can affect the
database performance.

Hypertext Markup Language:
A markup language is a set formatting codes that affect the way present
information will be displayed. It is used to create HTML documents. It is not
a programming language. Only the presentation but not the concepts can be
changed i.e., the information remains static. The WWW use set of protocols
like HTTP that gives internet users interactive access to a vast amount of
information available on the internet.

JAVA SCRIPT

JavaScript is an object based language with a power to reach a very high
level of interaction between user and document. JavaScript is an easy to use
object scripting language design for creating live online application that link
together objects and resources on both clients and servers. Java is to create
new objects and applets.

•

Design for creating network centric applications.

•

Complimentary to an integrated with java

•

Complimentary to and integrated with HTML

SCREEN SHOTS

Admin Login

Home

Area Details

Area Manager

Index Page

Travellers Page

Reservations

Hotelier

Hotelier Package Details

Change Profile

Logout Screen

Testing

T EST ING
Testing is the process of exercising software with the intent of finding errors.
The Web-app testing is a collection of related activities with a single goal: to
uncover errors in web application content, function, usability, navigability,
performance, capacity and security.

There are several areas of testing involved in web applications. For the
current web application, I used some of them as follows.

CONTENT TESTING

Content testing attempts to uncover errors in content of the web application.
In addition to examining static content for errors, this testing step also
considers dynamic content derived from data maintained as a part of
database system that has been integrated with the web application.

Content testing of all web pages is evaluated for syntactic and semantic
errors.

At syntactic level I have verified the content for spelling, punctuation and any
grammar mistakes of all pages which contain the content of the website.
At semantic level I have verified for the following aspects.
o

Whether the content is valid or not.

o

Whether the format of the content is good and readable or not.

o Whether all the web pages are showing consistent content or not.
The content includes the dynamic information about the companies,
stock values and flowchart details which is fetched from the database. The
consistency of this information is thoroughly tested.

DATABASE TESTING
Database testing is done to uncover the errors which occur as a consequence
of fetching large equities of data from the database, extracting relevant data
from the database, accessing the database using several queries etc,
In this project, I have tested the application for database errors in following
areas.
o

While converting the user request into a database query

o

While fetching dynamic content to the web pages.

o

While opening and closing the active connections to the
database

o

While presenting the raw data fetched from database in a
formatted HTML output.

o Communication between the web application and the remote
database.

USER INTERFACE TESTING
All the interfaces that have been designed are reviewed whether they meet
the customer requirement or not. While testing all interfaces I have verified
for errors as follows.
o

Errors related to specific interface mechanisms for example proper
execution of all menu links that are provided in each web page

o

Errors related to all semantics of navigation and web application
functionally that is provided in each web page.

o

Errors in consistency related to different aspects of the interfaces like
font style, color, size, screen background color etc.,

o

Errors in viewing the interfaces in different web browsers like Microsoft
internet explorer, Mozilla firefox etc.,

INTERFACE MECHANISM TESTING
When a user interacts with a web application, the interaction occurs through
one or more mechanisms which are called interface mechanisms. Testing
done within theses mechanisms is the interface mechanism testing. This
testing is done in following areas.

Links:
Each navigation link is tested to ensure that appropriate web page is
linked or not. I have listed all the links in each form to test whether each link
is connecting the appropriate page or not.

Forms:
Testing forms has been done at two different levels i.e. at minimum
level and at more targeted level. At minimum level I have tested for:
o

Whether labels been correctly defined for fields or not.

o

Whether server is receiving all the information contained in the form
and no data are lost in the transmission between client and server.

o

Whether appropriate default values are available when the user does
not select any item in the selection box.

o

Whether scripts that perform data validation from the client-side are
working properly or not.

At more targeted level I have tested for:
o

Whether text fields have proper width to enter data.

o

Whether text fields are allowing string length more than specified
length.

o Whether tab order among different controls is in required order or not.

Client Side Scripting:
Each and every function written in scripting has been tested by Black
Box Testing.
I have combined the forms testing with this client-side script testing,
because input for scripting is provided from forms. Some methods of
scripting will be performed in some particular browsers and in others not. So
I have also performed compatibility testing to ensure that the scripting
functions will work properly in all browsers.

USABILITY TESTS

In this testing I have verified up to, which level that, users can interact with
the system effectively. Tests are designed to determine the degree to which
the web application interface makes users easy to work with. I have designed
test case so that usability testing can be verified at different levels:
o

Usability test has been performed on each and every individual
interface i.e. forms.

o

Usability test has been performed on total web page with related client
side scripting functions.

o

Usability test has been performed on total web application.

COMPATIBILITY TESTS
As this is a web application, it should run on different environments like
different computer architectures, operating systems, browsers and network
connection speeds.

As different computing configurations can result in difference in client side
scripting speeds and display resolution, operating system variance may
cause web application processing issues.

Different browsers produce slightly different result as we expected, in some
cases this results may not be a problem but in some cases there will be
serious errors.

To perform these testing strategies first we have prepared what are all the
client side functions that encounter problems with different compatibilities. In
essence of those we have tested by identifying different computing platform,
typical display devices, the operating systems supported on the platform, the
browsers that are available with me.

NAVIGATION TESTING
Navigability is tested to ensure that all navigation syntax and
semantics are exercised to uncover any navigation errors. (ex: dead links,
improper links, erroneous links). The job of navigation testing is to ensure
that the navigation mechanisms are functional, and to validate that each
Navigation Semantic Unit can be achieved by the appropriate user category.

We have done the navigation testing in following areas.
•

Navigation links are thoroughly tested.

•

Redirects are properly checked.

•

Is the target page to a navigation link is correct or not.

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

The project “EZ Hotels” is successfully implemented with all features
mentioned in the System Requirement Specification. The project to a large
extent simplifies the process to provide customers have access to variety of
hotels and the amenities provided by the hotels registered with the site.

The online environment facilitates many advantages over the existing
system. Execution of the work can be achieved by great speed and accuracy
leaving little room for errors. The travelers, hoteliers, admin can access and
can have information at any point of time, which helps them to take quicker
decisions resulting in favorable outcomes.

Future Enhancements.

The project that is presented can be made more enhancement in future by
adding more additional features. The project involves travelers, hoteliers,
Admin, Agents we can extend the hoteliers features like the maintenance
department, cooking department, management department to know about
the services and to know about the multi-cuisine foods.

The project shows some of the features like the packages and the rooms
available, it can show more things like the historic places and the tourist
place available around and near the hotel and can provide the conveyance
service to the traveler to visit a particular place.
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